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DESCRIPTION CWM 216 CWM 254 STAND

Item No. 70184608463 70184608464 310538156

Supply voltage 230v 1 ~ 50 HZ 230v 1 ~ 50 HZ -

Power 1400 W 1800W -

Rotation Speed (RPM) 5000 4500 -

Max blade x bore 216 254 -

Dimensions (L x W x H) 800x600x450mm 970x600x450 mm 1170 to 2520x530x820mm

Hand Arm Vibration <2.5m/s2 <2.5m/s2 -

Sound Power/ Pressure Level 89 db (A) 100 db (A) 92 db (A) 104 db (A) -

Weight 16.8 kg 20.5 kg 35kg 

Mitre Range 48° right to 48° left 52° left  to 60° right

Bevel Range 45°right to 45° left 45°right to 45° left

-  Heavy-duty motors deliver impressive power and 
demonstrates excellent durability 

-  Front bevel control offering a range of 45° right to 45° left for 
precision cutting

-  Adjustable mitre detent plate with nine positive detent stops 
ensure optimal cutting accuracy

-  True-Line Laser keeps the operator in line at all times

-  Pivoting LED work light keeps the cut illuminated, so the light 
always shines on the workpiece

-  In-line horizontal “D” grip handle with two-position safety 
trigger is ideal for right or left handed users

-  Quick-action mitre detent lock with single-motion thumb 
lever that releases or bypasses detent index points

-  Includes vertical vice, dust bag and blade wrench

-  Durable steel structure that supports up to 130 kg

-  Compact folding design for easy storage and portability

-  Telescoping extends up to 2520mm for added support

-  Additional stand supports provide convenient vertical storage

-  Mitre saw quick-release mounting brackets allows easy and 
secure mounting of the mitre saw to stand

-  Heavy duty 200mm wheels provide high level mobility to, from, 
and around the jobsite

MITRE SAW

PRODUCT FEATURES

STAND

MITRE SAW / TABLE SAW
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